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With each step I imagine
Falling down the ladder
The horror finally ends
And I lift a shaking leg
Up onto the platform
looking carefully where I tread
10 metres up I take a cautious look down
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And realise it's my turn
I listen to the instructor in case there is something I need to learn
She tells me to lean back
Right over the edge
I reach the black mark
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Now I can take my first steps
I grip the rope hard and move a shaking leg down
It's then that I realise that this isn't so bad.
I let the rope out faster
and take a bigger hop
As I slam into the wall, I hope I don't drop
I find my feet and take another jump
This one is a success and I see I'm halfway from the top
I keep hopping down the wall
Still anxious I don't fall
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Before I know it, my feet touch the ground
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The dark rocky earth getting muddy from the rain
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I lift my head up and think
I want to do that again

ARTWORK BY: JESSICA YAGHLJIAN, YEAR 10
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MONTE GREEN THE COLOUR OF NOW
It is imperative for all Monte students to recognise the significance of caring

Monte’s Green Team (the Mercy Action

The Green Team has also been working

for their common home. We see ethical choices not only in students' personal

Group’s Environmental Team) is focussed

on smaller initiatives throughout the year,

decisions as conscious consumers, but also as a significant collective influence in

on being the student voice and working

with Year 12 students spearheading an

their determination to combat our current ‘take, make and dispose’ society.

strategically with our community to care for

initiative to reduce the number of disposable

our common home, Earth. At the end of last

coffee cups used by students. Year 10 are

year, the Green Team conducted a waste

creating an eco-blog to publish examples

audit to review the College’s waste processes

of sustainable living. Year 8 are planning a

and landfill footprint. They presented their

return-and-earn competition for their year

Often at the forefront of student action is

findings and recommendations at the College

group and Year 7 students are sharing eco

responsible consumption, as they consider

Assembly in December 2018, reporting

tips through their student notices (ACTA).

deliberate and very conscious choices on

310kgs of rubbish being collected over two

how they choose to eat, drink, spend their

days, with most of it being food, plastic and

Driven by student advocacy for the

College Canteen continues to develop our

environment, part of the curriculum

edible garden by incorporating ingredients

empowers students to become part of
a creative solution to reduce single-use
plastics. A challenge for the girls, as an
element of Design and Technology, is to
design a reusable utensil which will be
3D printed in the College laboratories.

grown on the campus in their daily menu.

money and discard waste. Student initiatives

paper. The students counted 179 coffee

Eco initiatives continue outside the

such as Monte’s Fair-Trade Café, now in its

cups, 1260 food wrappers and a total of 133

classroom with Monte’s kitchen garden; a

ninth year of operation, have long advocated

garbage bags (Year 12 was not on campus

sustainability initiative, ridding single-use

for the use of fair-trade certified products

over these two days). The next steps for

flower arrangements at events, and instead

as this empowers staff and students to

the Green Team are to educate the College

opting for herbs which are planted for

consider the global social consequences

community about ways to reduce the waste

reuse by Monte Catering and Hospitality

of their purchasing choices, including the

they generate, and to work with the College

students and staff. We are thrilled that the

impact on issues such as child labour.

to invest in recycling bins on campus.
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We congratulate Sophia Skarparis (Year
11) for her appointment as a 2019 Youth

FROM THE GREEN TEAM CAPTAIN
As the new generation coming through,
we are all conscious of the damaged state
of our environment and we want to make

places no human has ventured. Now is
the time for change. Many countries,
states, councils and communities have
all been trying to reduce their waste,

a change. So far this year, the number

for instance, the UK will ban the sale of

of students involved in the Green Team

plastic straws, cotton buds and stirrers

has consistently increased, reflecting the

from 2020, and the European Union has

growing concern amongst us. Together

banned single-use plastics from 2021.

as a team, we work to educate the
Monte community about environmental
issues and develop ways to take action;

Our Monte and Australian community
need to take our action today.

changing our daily habits to become more

As a team, we ask that you all be conscious

sustainable and eco-friendly. Recently,

of your waste and actions, everyone can

use and heavy-duty plastic bags in NSW.

the furthest deep-sea dive - 11km into

make a difference, by simply reducing the

Mr Pasang Tenzing
Science Teacher and Green Team Coordinator

and down where no humans had been

Ambassador for Clean Up Australia
following her tireless work to ban single-

Mr Chris Parrish
Head of Technological and Applied Studies

the Mariana Bay Trench was achieved,
before, the diver found a plastic bag.
It is alarming that plastic is impacting

amount we consume and reusing what
we have. It is time to make a change!
Penelope Knox, Green Team Captain
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STEM

MONTE GIRLS
EXCEL IN SCIENCE

pH, force and many other physical variables

and the very limits of our knowledge of

Eloise Chang-Hunter (Year 12) has followed

which are immediately uploaded to the

the physical world. Aspects of the course

a passion that was piqued on the 2017

students’ computers and analysed in ways

also touch upon astrophysics and space

USA Science Tour, where the group was

barely imaginable decades ago. This style of

science - areas in which Australia has
become a world leader, and an area of

involved in a forensic anthropology case

experimental design and analysis mimics the
This year the College has a record numbers of students electing to do Science for their

style they will encounter at university and in

the sciences where some of our most

Higher School Certificate (HSC) or International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme (IB

industry: precise, technical and authentic.

accomplished scientists are female.

DP), with many girls studying more than one science subject and a sizeable number of

Our Physics students have completed a

In Chemistry, students have investigated the

bodies and is working with the Professor of

effect of temperature on the rate constant to

Forensic Science at University of Technology

determine activation energy; and examined

Sydney (UTS), using data from the UTS body

the catalysis effect of bicarbonate soda

farm in Yarramundi (the first in Australia).

senior students, upon graduation each year, electing to go into pure or applied science,
combined science degrees, or allied degrees including engineering and medicine.

range of studies such as analysing rides at
Luna Park (by taking accelerometers and
force meters on the rides); scrutinising the

at the Smithsonian National Museum of
Natural History in Washington D.C. Eloise
is investigating decomposition rates of

2018 was a remarkable year in particular

The students at Monte unquestionably

for the physical sciences at Monte. Our top

benefit from having teachers who are

students included Madison Ueland, who

experts in their field and have a passion

scored a rare ‘A’ grade in her Extended

for helping students excel. The girls

Essay for the IB DP on the topic of quantum

use advanced equipment for taking

computation and is now considering her

measurements - where once it was using

subject options at Stanford University with a

a mercury thermometer, they now use a

focus on physics and mathematics; as well as

digital temperature probe attached to a data

Girls undertaking Physics have the

Abbey Simpson, whose passionate interest

investigated the antimicrobial properties

logger to monitor experiments. Access to

opportunity to study introductory quantum

of the substances on the growth of e-coli,

in Chemistry has led to a scholarship at

some of the latest models of data loggers

physics - the basis of research into the next

and the effectiveness of enzymes under

Mr Brett Hall

Sydney University in biomedical engineering.

enables students to monitor sound, light,

generation of computers, nanotechnology

different conditions.

Science Teacher

length of strings on musical instruments
and the frequencies of sounds produced;
investigation of Young’s modulus with a
cantilever; and the effects of acceleration
on fluids to model inner ear fluids and
torsional pendulum.

on the chemiluminescent reaction used
in glow sticks. In Environment Systems
and Societies, students explored issues
such as macroplastics in the Northern
Beaches environment and investigated
the relationship between environmental
value systems and age. Biology students

Science students at Monte are thriving comfortable and confident, knowing they can
study areas that interest and complement
them and their future goals, without
the influence of gender stereotyping.
Mr Paul Wacher
Head of Science

"Girls undertaking Physics
have the opportunity
to study introductory
quantum physics - the basis
of research into the next
generation of computers,
nanotechnology and the
very limits of our knowledge
of the physical world."
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PHOTO BY: KATE ROBERTSON, YEAR 12
MONTE STUDENTS WITH KAMI RENE KULITJA - SEVEN SISTERS PAINTINGS ON ANANGU COUNTRY

MONTE MUTITJULU MARUKU
THE HEART THAT BINDS US

ARTWORK BY: BILL COOLEY - PUNU SNAKE

Here at Monte, we have the great privilege and blessing of a rich relationship with both local
Indigenous people and the Anangu people of the Mutitjulu and Docker River communities
in Central Desert Australia. It is the strength of our connection that has helped build and
contribute to our unique Indigenous programs and experiences such as Biamunga, Maruku
Marketplace and Biamunga Yarn-Up.
Biamunga, a name bestowed to Monte
by Yuin Elder and Loreman Uncle Max
Dulumunmun Harrison, began under the
auspices of the College’s Social Justice
and Pastoral Care programs in 1998. The
word Biamunga means ‘journey to the
mountain’ and translates as a ‘journey
of mind and spirit to understanding’
that leads to an appreciation of the
world around us from Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander perspectives.
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Biamunga offers students the opportunity
to build strong connections with our
First Nations People, and to value their
custodial wisdom through a culture of
sharing and two-way learning. From its
inception, the program has been guided by
Aboriginal Elders, Uncle Max Dulumunmun
Harrison and Aunty Julie Smith.
Opportunities for engagement include:
•	Central Desert Immersion with the
Anangu people of Mutitjulu.

•	Observation of Aboriginal protocols
of respect and understanding at
College gatherings and ceremonies.
•	Biamunga Mob, a social justice group that is
an integral part of the Mercy Action Group.
• Bindarray.ga Sacred Water Ceremonies.

The experience of Biamunga over the last

communities in the Central Desert and

twenty years has led many students to a

offers an outlet for artists to express and

deeper understanding of the significance

maintain their rich Aboriginal culture.

of the relationship we have with the land
and its traditional owners. For many it has
been truly transformative, shaping their
career choices towards work for justice
for all Aboriginal peoples, particularly in
the areas of Aboriginal policy relating to
human rights, law, land management,
health and domestic violence.
Clare Brennan (Class of 2009) who
is now a lawyer, reflected on her
experience of Biamunga:
“The strong sense of identity and shared
humanity that I felt by meeting the Anangu at
Mutitjulu… leads me not simply to a deeper
understanding of Indigenous people but to a
greater knowledge and questioning of my own
society and myself. I appreciate the need to

•	Significant presence of Aboriginal and

recognise the worth of each individual... and

Torres Strait Islander perspectives in

use this knowledge as the basis for change.”

curriculum content from Years 7 to 12.
•	Year 11 Aboriginal Spirituality
Retreat at Guluga with the Yuin
community on the South Coast.
•	Maruku Marketplace and
Biamunga Yarn-Up.

At the 2018 opening of Maruku Marketplace,
the manager of Maruku, Clive Scollay
said: “I believe the Monte Maruku exchange
will have a profound influence on the next
generation of leaders who will emerge from
this place. The visits to Central Australia
by students of the College and the return
visits by our Anangu artists - along with the
growing understanding that the wider Monte
and Mutitjulu communities are taking on
through this cultural exchange – in my view
will one day help to produce a wiser and
deeper relationship between Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal Australia. After all, no-one
will be comfortable in this country until
we understand and acknowledge the First
Australians and the priceless knowledge
they contribute to our shared culture.”
It is our deep honour to host Maruku

Last year we celebrated our ten year

Marketplace, which enables artists

relationship between Monte and Maruku

and knowledge-keepers to come

Arts, a friendship that has flourished since

together with artworks that tell stories

the College’s first immersion in 2008 to the

of place, language and ceremony in an

Mutitjulu community near Uluru. Maruku

exhibition that showcases wood objects,

in Mutitjulu is an Anangu-owned artists'

carvings and paintings as part of our

cooperative which represents some 25

cultural and social justice exchange.

STUDENT REFLECTION ON THE
CENTRAL DESERT IMMERSION
Something I do know is that I will return
to the Central Desert and that this is
not the end. My actions will indicate
that I am with them going forward
(Kurunyu Kutu Paltyula - one step
forward). In the meantime, I intend
to learn more about this culture in as
many different ways as possible. I will
share my experiences and connections
with others and continue to make the
most of my Monte education so I can
use it to benefit Indigenous cultures
like that of Mutitjulu. I am looking to
the future from a positive viewpoint.
The beautiful children at Mutitjulu
had radiant smiles each time we saw
them, emphasising that privilege
really goes both ways. There is so
much to learn from their approach to
life. I have an overall gratitude to the
Monte teachers, Aunty Janette and
Aunty Julie and the Kamis for giving
us the guidance, wisdom, knowledge,
and perspective to plant a seed in
us that will grow in our future.
Charlotte Velluti, Year 11
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Student Showcase
STUDENT SHOWCASE

BIAMUNGA YARN-UP 2019

2018 ACADEMIC RESULTS

The Class of 2018 built on the tradition of academic excellence that has become a hallmark
of the College. Through superb results achieved by students in both the NSW Higher
School Certificate (HSC) and the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme (IB DP),
Monte has established an enviable reputation at both a local and international level.

The Biamunga Yarn-Up is a community sharing of stories and experiences
with guest speaker, Leona McGrath. Leona is a proud Aboriginal
woman, a mother, a grandmother, an artist and a midwife.
Originally from the Woopaburra People
and the Kuku Yalanji People in Queensland,
Leona grew up in Sydney in the suburbs of
Redfern and Waterloo. Late in life, and as a
single mother of three, she made a lifetransforming decision to enrol in tertiary
studies at UTS, overcoming significant
obstacles to become one of the first
Aboriginal graduates of the Bachelor of
Midwifery. Unknowingly, she was walking
in the footsteps of her Great Aunt who is
recognised as the first Aboriginal midwife.

Office of the NSW Ministry of Health,
where she leads them to address the
critical shortfall in numbers of Aboriginal
nurses and midwives. Leona says: “I didn’t
think one person could make a difference,
but I do now. If we can get our health
right with our pregnant women and their
babies, just to make sure they’re born
healthy, it sets them up for life, and we’re
one step closer to closing the gap.”

For the last seven years Leona has been a

Join us at the Biamunga Yarn-Up to
hear Leona share her experiences
and insights to the NAIDOC 2019

Senior Advisor with the Aboriginal Nursing
& Midwifery Strategy, Nursing & Midwifery

theme Voice. Treaty. Truth. Let’s
work together for a shared future.

MARUKU
MARKETPLACE
We invite the whole community to join us at the Maruku
Marketplace in our celebration of Aboriginal knowledge
and culture. By supporting Maruku Arts, you can help
provide regular income and materials for Indigenous artists
to continue making art, which is integral to maintaining
culture and story for present and future generations.

DATE:	Tuesday 25 June, 6:00pm-7:00pm
VENUE:	O’Regan Arts and Cultural
Common Theatre
Monte Sant’ Angelo Mercy College,
128 Miller St, North Sydney
BOOK: www.trybooking.com/BCDOT
COST: 	Donation at the door to
Leona’s nominated Aboriginal
charitable organisation.

In 2018, 143 students presented for the HSC and 40 students for the IB DP, with
stunning results achieved in both programs. In the 2018 HSC school rankings, Monte
has risen 25 places in the last two years, placing 47th in the state. This position in the
top 50 performing NSW schools does not take into account the students sitting the
IB DP examinations and their substantial achievements against world benchmarks.
This validates our stance that HSC league tables do not tell the whole story of results;
nor do they provide insight into other relevant aspects such as levels of subjects
chosen, obstacles faced by students, elite sporting involvement or scholarships.

FROM A COHORT OF 183 STUDENTS

HSC HIGHLIGHTS

6% achieved an ATAR of 99+

• 7 students were named on the HSC

46% achieved an ATAR of 90+

HIGHEST ACHIEVERS
ATAR (HSC) AND UAC (IB DP)
99.95:	Abbey Simpson
Madison Ueland

DATES:	
Official opening Tuesday 25 June, 7:00pm-9:00pm
(Immediately following the Biamunga Yarn-Up)

Wednesday 26 June, 10:00am-6:00pm
Thursday 27 June, 10:00am-6:00pm
Friday 28 June, 10:00am-3:00pm

VENUE:	O’Regan Arts and Cultural Common Galleries
Monte Sant’ Angelo Mercy College,
128 Miller St, North Sydney

COST:

Free

99.85:	Anaïs Simo Dzumgang
Emily Smelt
99.70:	Lara Cole
Camilla McDonald
Caroline Silberberg
99.40: Astrid Lalor
99.35: Rebekah Parsons
99.05: Isabella Ward

All-Rounders list for attaining 90%
and above in at least 10 units

• 77 students were named on the HSC

Distinguished Achievers list (Honour Roll),
with 268 individual mentions overall

IB DP HIGHLIGHTS

• 2018 was the eighth year that Monte

has achieved a perfect score of 45/45,
converting to a UAC rank of 99.95

• 33% of students achieved a score of 40+

points, converting to a UAC rank of 98.25+

• The average score was 37 (the Australian

average is 33.24 and the world average is
28.58), converting to a UAC rank of 95.85

• The highest grade of 7 was

achieved in 83% of subjects

A SCHOLARSHIP
FOR FRONTIER
SCIENCE
Congratulations to Tasha Lim (Year
11) who has been awarded the
2019 International Science School
Scholarship to participate in the
highly selective Professor Harry
Messel International Science School
(ISS) Program run by the University
of Sydney’s Physics Foundation.
Tasha will join 140 premier science
students from Australia and overseas
at the two-week residential program.
The program is primarily composed
of ISS lectures with renowned
scientists from around the world,
laboratory tours and experiments
as well as social events to bond
with the other ISS scholars.

ARTWORK (AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE AT MARUKU MARKETPLACE)
BY: SELINA KULITJA – KUNGKARANGKALPA THE SEVEN SISTERS, ACRYLIC ON CANVAS 61 X 90CM
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The application process itself
allowed Tasha to reflect on what it
is she loves about science and she
is looking forward to enriching her
understanding and appreciation
for science, in relation to this
year’s theme: Frontier Science.
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STUDENT SHOWCASE

LIONS CLUB
YOUTH OF
THE YEAR

Congratulations to Adelaide Hayes (Year
12) who won the Lions Club Youth of The
Year District Final Public Speaking Award
for her speech For Ina; a piece that was
inspired by her experience in Timor-Leste.
Adelaide is to be commended for her
continued dedication to Debating and Public
Speaking in addition to her commitment
as College Captain and her International
Baccalaureate Diploma Programme studies.

MONTE PRESENTS

DISNEY’S MULAN JR
SYDNEY YOUTH ORCHESTRA
Congratulations to Violinist, Caitriona Fox (Year 9) on her appointment
to the Sydney Youth Orchestra Stage 4 Sinfonia Group.

On the 22 and 23 March, Monte’s first Middle School Musical to include Year 7 students,
Disney’s Mulan Jr, was held in the O’Regan Arts and Cultural Common Theatre.
Each of the three sold-out shows were
brilliantly entertaining and a feast for the
senses, with stunning costumes, set design
and performances from a talented cast.
Over 50 girls from Years 7-9 participated
in the show, together with boys from
Cammeraygal High School, Marist College
North Shore, St Aloysius’ College, Shore

and St Ignatius’ College, Riverview. The
cast began rehearsing in November 2018,
and many Middle and Senior School
students also assisted with various roles
in the technical and stage crews, dressing
and costuming, hair and makeup, backing
vocals, ushering, serving refreshments and
volunteering on the Project Timor snack bar.

STUDENT REFLECTION
In Monte's first Middle School Musical,
Mulan Jr, I played the character
Mushu. It was the most amazing
experience of my life and one that I will
cherish forever. As a Year 6 student
auditioning last year for a part in
in the musical, I never expected in
my wildest dreams to be cast. It has
given me so much confidence, selfbelief and discipline. I have been so
privileged to meet many talented
people from our wonderful College
as well as from other boys' schools.

MIDDLE SCHOOL LEADERS
Congratulations to the 2019 Middle School Leaders, Tasma Patterson
(Aquinas), Ivanka Jolic (McQuoin), Cecelia Sullivan (McAuley), Luisa Milne
(Xavier), Louisa Witty (Rankin) and Grace Dougan (McGuirk).
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We have become the Mulan Jr family
and I have learned so much from the
special bonds and friendships we have
created. Thank you, Monte, for giving
me this wonderful opportunity.
Sofia Mancini, Year 7
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COMMUNITY SPIRIT AT MONTE

BURSARY BLUE RIBBON APPEAL

HOUSE
PLAYS

The 2019 theme for House Plays was
'Remember When...' and we congratulate
McGuirk on being awarded House Plays
winners with their theme 'Remember
When We Created Magic'. Our Year 11
leaders did a fabulous job coordinating
the sold-out evening session, and the
six MCs kept the show moving during
group changes. Each Colour House
performed exceptionally well, and we
commend all the girls on their creativity
and enthusiasm.

MCAULEY

IB MYP
AWARDS
FOR
EXCELLENCE

DOUBLE YOUR IMPACT, DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR

MCQUOIN

AQUINAS

RANKIN

XAVIER

MCGUIRK

THE MC TEAM

The 2018 Award for Excellence in the International
Baccalaureate Middle Years Programme (IB MYP)
was presented to co-recipients: Emma Brown
and Paris Wong. We congratulate these girls on
their exemplary achievements for attaining the
highest IB MYP score of 63. We also congratulate
Ella Gruber on receiving the DiMonte Award for
academic growth, diligence and participation in
College life, and Monique Manning on achieving
the Certificate for Outstanding Service as Action.

2019 BLUE
& BLUE
SCHOLAR
MRS NICOLE CHRISTENSEN, PRINCIPAL ACCOMPANIED BY MS JASMINE ROBERTSON (CLASS OF
2017), PARIS WONG, EMMA BROWN, ELLA GRUBER, MONIQUE MANNING AND MS KATIE HOGG, ACTING
DIRECTOR MIDDLE SCHOOL.
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Congratulations to Sophie Cole on receiving
the Senior School Blue & Blue Scholarship
2018-2019 in recognition of her dedication to
exemplify the school motto Religio Scientia
Cultus. Sophie has demonstrated academic
achievement, co-curricular participation
and contribution to the liturgical, justice and
service elements of the College community.

As a Mercy College, we are committed to supporting young Monte women and their families

commend our young women on their

who are struggling to cope with personal or financial hardship. One of the many ways

generous spirit, raising $1,600 on the day.

we provide support for families in need is through the Bursary Blue Ribbon Appeal.
In 2018, the Monte community gave an

a memorable lunch at Merivale's Ivy

incredible $108,022 to the bursary appeal

Ballroom, knowing that their attendance

and with the support of a generous Alumna,

and contributions will have a significant

these donations were matched, doubling our

impact on the lives of young Monte women.

impact and raising an outstanding $216,044.
We are delighted to announce that donations
to the 2019 Bursary Blue Ribbon Appeal
will again be matched, dollar for dollar.

The Bursary Blue Ribbon Rugby Lunch
is another significant contributor to the
appeal, with this year’s lunch to be held on
Friday 9 August. In 2018, the lunch raised
a significant $178,000, taking the

Each year we are truly proud of the

total raised for bursaries in

enthusiasm and support shown by

2018 to a record $394,044.

our students on Blue Ribbon Day. It is
heartwarming to see the pride the girls

If you would like further
information about, or wish to

The annual Blue & Blue Lunch marked the

have when wearing their Blue Ribbon

launch of the appeal and was a wonderful

pins in solidarity with their peers. The

opportunity for us as a community to

2019 student theme is ‘Courage to Care’

Blue Ribbon Appeal, please visit

reflect and act on what matters most;

and the girls wholeheartedly engaged

www.monte.nsw.edu.au or

the wellbeing of our students. Over 160

with all aspects of this theme, raising

contact the Development

parents, carers and Alumni enjoyed

awareness and funds for bursaries. We

Office (02) 9409 6240.

contribute to the 2019 Bursary
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Community Spirit
COMMUNITY SPIRIT AT MONTE
COLLEGE OPEN DAY

On Sunday 10 March, we opened our gates, welcoming the wider community to
experience everything that makes our College so special. Thousands of guests were
greeted with the renowned warmth and hospitality of our students, staff, parents
and carers as they engaged in immersive displays and a tour of the College.

2019 COLLEGE WELCOME
COCKTAIL PARTY
On Friday 22 February, we welcomed
over 300 parents, carers and staff to the
2019 College Welcome Cocktail Party for
a tremendous social beginning to the
school year. All guests enjoyed a night of

hospitality and friendship, with a memorable
ambience created by the outstanding
performance of the College Stage Band,
who set the tone for the evening. It is with
much gratitude that we thank the members

of the Parents and Friends Association,
staff and all the parents and carers who
supported this community-building event.

YEAR 7 WELCOME MASS AND DINNER
Our 2019 Year 7 Welcome Mass and Dinner was a wonderful opportunity for new members of our Monte
community to come together in celebration of the commencement of their Monte journey.

ANZAC DAY
The College marked ANZAC Day with a
commemorative ceremony. We were
honoured to be joined by Bronte Pollard,
President of the Northern District Council
of the Returned Services League, who
reminded our girls that ANZAC Day is a
historic day “not to honour war, but rather
the Australians who have undertaken
warfare to protect sovereignty, displaying
courage, discipline, self-sacrifice, selfreliance, resourcefulness and friendship
in doing so.” The College was also joined
by Mr Trent Zimmerman MP, who
presented the College with the Australian,
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island flags.
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Mercy inAction
MERCY IN ACTION

MERCY THROUGH THE GENERATIONS

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY

Sister Madeleine Balzer RSM would have
been delighted to see her descendant, Lucia
Harper, commence Year 7 at the College
this year. Sr Madeleine, a Monte boarder
in the 1920s, went on to become a Music

On Wednesday 6 March, the Mercy Action
Group hosted the annual International
Women’s Day Breakfast at the College. The
breakfast highlighted the reprehensible
issue of human-trafficking as a threat to

teacher of great significance at the College.
Together with Sister M. Imelda RSM, Sr
Madeleine heralded the development
of Monte’s Music Academy, bringing the
enthusiasm of her youth and her sound

knowledge of music in all its branches;
with classes in theory, harmony, musical
perception and the history of music.

the rights, dignity and freedom of men,
women and children globally. We were
honoured to hear from guest speakers,
Siobhan Moroney (previous MAG CoCaptain, Class of 2012) and Sophie Janssens

from The Freedom Hub, a not-for-profit
organisation that provides advocacy and
long-term support to empower survivors
who have experienced this abhorrent crime.

HIS EXCELLENCY KAY RALA XANANA GUSMAO, FIRST ELECTED PRESIDENT AND PRIME MINISTER OF TIMOR-LESTE (2002-2014) ACCOMPANIED BY SENIOR STUDENTS

FETO FORTE, NASAUN FORTE
STRONG WOMEN, STRONG NATION
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The College was honoured to welcome His

Ambassador to Australia, His Excellency

His Excellency closed his memorable speech

Excellency Kay Rala Xanana Gusmao, first

Roberto Soares, former Vice Minister for

by urging us to continue fighting for justice

elected President and Prime Minister of

Foreign Affairs and Cooperation and other

and equality for ourselves, for others and for

Timor-Leste (2002-2014), His Excellency

visiting guests from Timor-Leste to a special

the world. In Tetun he taught us Feto forte,

Ambassador Abel Guterres, Timor-Leste’s

College Assembly.

nasaun forte - Strong women, strong nation.
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Mercy inAction Parents &Friends
MERCY IN ACTION

PARENTS & FRIENDS

MERCY ACTION GROUP

PARENTS & FRIENDS
ASSOCIATION

“Start by doing what’s necessary, then do what’s possible, and
suddenly you are doing the impossible.” Francis of Assisi

#SUPPORTCREW
An integral function of the P&F is
to represent, communicate and

The Mercy Action Group (MAG) has had

such as publishing a new column called

As I reflect on the year so far, I am fortunate to be part of a thriving College

connect with parents in a way

a busy start to the year, starting with a

Mercy Action Alerts on the Monte online

community that deeply values its traditions of hospitality and inclusiveness.

that strengthens and contributes

strong focus on promoting the role and

student community noticeboard. These

significance of the College Fair Trade Café

alerts will keep the students up to date

It has been a busy start to the year with

to the Monte community.

and learning about modern-day slavery and

with global social justice concerns, calls for

human trafficking. MAG hosts the College’s

action, awareness campaigns and events.

International Women’s Day Breakfast,
which this year was a great platform to help
educate our community on the reality of
slavery and human trafficking in Australia.

have been enthusiastically supported by
the community. The College Welcome
Cocktail Party was a huge success and

We are currently working on applications

we look forward to continuing this event

for the Mercy Foundation Youth Awards,

at the start of every school year. Open

which is a photo competition for secondary

Day is always a great opportunity for the

students, encouraging young people to

Throughout the year we will be campaigning

learn more about homelessness, especially

to raise funds for Project Timor and

ending homelessness in Australia.

working on new social justice initiatives

a number of exciting social events that

P&F to support the College with activities

Olivia Morahan, Mercy Action Group Captain

MONTE BURSARIES 2020
NOW OPEN

of which there are more to come.

To streamline communications with
parents and carers we have launched, via

#SUPPORTCREW CAPS

MonteConnect, online Parent Forums.

It is always a great sense of belonging

These are managed by the Class Parents
and enable direct communication
with your year and Tutor Group. It is
encouraging to see many parents and

such as greeting prospective parents and

carers engaging with the forums.

overseeing the very popular Café and BBQ.

I am sincerely grateful to the P&F

A significant role of the P&F is connecting

Committee, Class Parents and our

parents and carers by hosting smaller

parents and carers who volunteer their

when Year 7 families receive their
#SupportCrew caps from the P&F
at the Year 7 Welcome Dinner. To
connect on the sideline with fellow
Monte parents and carers, we
encourage you to wear them when
supporting your daughter at sporting

social events for year groups which provide

time and skills to host our events. We

and community events. Caps can

an opportunity to build connections,

continually strive to further strengthen

be purchased at the College Shop.

many of which continue long after your

our caring and inclusive community.
I look forward to the opportunity to meet

#SUPPORTCREW MEALS

many more of you over the coming months.

Another important initiative is the

dads’ nights out, geographical dinners

Peter Gallagher

#SupportCrewMeals. Throughout

and the all-important Year 12 functions,

President, Parents and Friends Association

the year there are members of our

daughter has left the College. We are
thrilled about the success of the following
events to date; mothers’ weekends away,

Monte community experiencing
hardship such as illness or loss.
The College’s Pastoral team works
closely and confidentially with these
families to help ease their burden.
Through #SupportCrewMeals,
we can provide nutritious frozen
meals to families in need.

HUNTER VALLEY WEEKEND FOR YEAR 11 MUMS AND CARERS

At Monte we believe in preparing young women
for a life of significance and purpose
2020 Bursaries are now available for
young women to receive a Mercy
education at Monte Sant’ Angelo
Mercy College, North Sydney. All
bursaries are means-related.

Eligible to apply:
• 	Students in Years 7-11 currently
attending the College
•	Students not currently attending
the College in Years 6-10

Full details and the 2020 Application Form
are available on the website:
monte.nsw.edu.au/admissions/bursaries
The next Information Morning and
College Tour is Tuesday 27 August.
Enquiries to registrar@monte.nsw.edu.au

APPLICATIONS CLOSE
Friday 20 September 2019
CHEERS AND BEERS NIGHT FOR YEAR 7 DADS AND CARERS
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SportsReport
SPORT REPORT

TOUCH
FOOTBALL

SWIMMING

The Monte Representative Swimming
team won the CGSSSA Swimming
Championships. The team won both
Division 1 and Overall Champion
School trophy for 2019.

COLLEGE SWIMMING CARNIVAL
The College Swimming Carnival was held
in near perfect conditions in February
at picturesque North Sydney Pool.
McAuley was crowned Colour House
Champions. Gracie Henry (Year 8) broke
the 13 Year 50m Butterfly record, with
a final time of 31 minutes:16 seconds

Congratulations to the following:

• 16 Years Age Champion

Congratulations to the Junior and Senior
Representative Touch Football teams. Both
teams won the CGSSSA Gala Day Grand
Final. Monte 1 (Senior Representative team)
also won the Easts Term 1 competition
and the Harbour Cup (Monte v Kambala).

NSW ALL
SCHOOLS
TRIATHLON

Sophie Walsh (McQuoin)

• 17+ Years Age Champion

Madison Ward (McGuirk)

• 200m IM Champion

Madison Ward (McGuirk)

Congratulations to the seven
individuals and eight teams who
competed with outstanding results.

• 100m Freestyle Champion
Madison Ward (McGuirk)

• Junior Relay Champions

Medals were awarded to:

McAuley

• 12 Years Age Champion

• Intermediate Relay Champions

• Grace Henry (Year 8) placed 4th in

• 13 Years Age Champion

• Senior Relay Champions

• Grace Kells (Year 10) placed 9th in

• 14 Years Age Champion

• Cheering Champions

• 15 Years Age Champion

• Champion House

SAILING

• Junior team: Grace Henry (Year

Sailing is continuing to flourish at Monte with two teams competing
this year in the NSW Secondary Schools Team Regatta.

• Grace Henry also progressed

Jasmine Wong (McAuley)
Gracie Henry (Xavier)

Georgina Prowse (Rankin)
Charlotte Ward (McGuirk)

Junior Girls overall (1st CCC athlete).

McAuley

Intermediates (2nd CCC athlete).

Rankin

McAuley
McAuley

YEAR 7 FUN RUN/CROSS COUNTRY
The Year 7 girls had a great time and supported each other with enthusiasm as
they competed in the Year 7 Fun Run/Cross Country at St Leonards Park.

8), Sabine Lanzarone (Year 9)
and Lucy Wiles (Year 8) placed
7th overall (1st CCC team).
to Nationals.

CRICKET
The Monte Representative Cricket
team competed at the CGSSSA
Cricket Championships and almost
won for the second year in a row.
The Grand Final was lost to Marist
Sisters’ College, Woolwich on the
final ball in an absolute cliff-hanger.

TENNIS
After a successful year in 2018, Monte
Representative Tennis continues to excel.
Sophie Sidgreaves (Year 10), Sophie Szabo
(Year 12) and Grace Bruce (Year 10),
progressed deep into the rounds of the
prestigious Tildesley Tennis Championships.
Grace and Sophie Sidgreaves trialled
for the NSWCCC Tennis team with Grace
gaining selection and competing in the
Pizzey Cup. The Monte Representative
team will also compete at the NSWCCC
School Teams Tennis Championships.
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AFL
After participating in an invitational trial in
2018, three teams participated in the 2019
Independent Schools Competition in Term 1.
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Staff News
STAFF NEWS

MRS NICOLE CHRISTENSEN
PRINCIPAL
WORLD HEADS COUNCIL APPOINTMENT
Bringing more than twenty-five years’ experience as a leading educator,
reformer and advocate for contemporary pedagogy in education, the College
congratulates Mrs Nicole Christensen, Principal on her appointment to the World

MonteAlumni
MONTE ALUMNI

Alumna Mercy Award. I encourage you all to
take this opportunity to nominate a worthy
recipient for the award. The recipient will be
announced at the 2019 College Mercy Day
celebrations in September. Please visit www.
surveymonkey.com/r/WNYLVCD for further
information and to place your nominations.

Heads Council of the International Baccalaureate Organisation (IBO).
Consisting of 12 members representing 5,000

unique opportunity to transfer knowledge of

schools in 150 countries, the Heads Council

IB strategies together with global innovations

advises the International Baccalaureate (IB)
Director General, Dr Siva Kumari, on issues
that affect IB World Schools. Mrs Christensen

in pedagogy directly back to Monte staff
and students,” says Mrs Christensen.

is the only representative from Australia.

Monte’s tradition of academic excellence

This is a significant appointment as it enables

has become a hallmark of the College,

key representation for the growing number

with an enviable reputation at both

of IB schools in Australia. “It also presents the

a local and international level.

MESSAGE FROM
THE PRESIDENT
We have many exceptional Alumni who have,
and continue, to contribute greatly to their
community through excellence in their chosen
field and who display outstanding moral
character by demonstrating Mercy values in
their personal and professional endeavours.
To recognise these inspirational Monte
women, the Monte Alumni Association are

STAY CONNECTED
VISIT OUR SITE:

alumni.monte.nsw.edu.au
The Monte Alumni Online
Community is a secure site
that will enable you to:
• update your contact details
• search for and contact Alumni
registered within our Online
Community
•	view upcoming reunions and
events
•	stay connected, informed and
engaged with the College and
our Alumni Community

Follow us on Facebook
facebook.com/MonteAlumni
"Our future grows out of the past.
We are shaped by it and we can never
be separated from it."
Sister Maureen McGuirk RSM AM
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excited to launch the Catherine McAuley

It is always lovely to see old school friends
come together to celebrate special
milestones with the opportunity to share
memories and rekindle friendships that
will last a lifetime. It has been a fantastic
start to the year with reunions held both
overseas and at home. My own class reunion
was held in April and it was wonderful to
catch up with classmates, especially those
that I hadn’t seen for many years. The
remainder of 2019 is quite busy, with a
number of reunions already in the planning
process. Thank you to all the representatives
from individual year groups who have
started organising their reunions. If you
are interested in organising your reunion,
please contact alumni@monte.nsw.edu.au.
Thank you to those who attended the
2019 College Open Day and our Alumni
Association’s Annual General Meeting
in March. It was nice to see everyone,
especially the many new faces keen to

learn more about the Alumni Association
and our plans for 2019. Also on the day our
Alumni Netball team, as always, showed
their team strength as they played an
impressive game against Monte 1.
The College will be hosting the Masalou
Lunch on Tuesday 29 October, inviting
Alumni celebrating fifty years or more since
graduating from Monte. To accommodate
the increase in attendance numbers,
last year the venue was changed to the
McQuoin Centre. I hope the lunch continues
to grow in 2019 as more members of our
Alumni community cherish this special
opportunity to celebrate and reconnect
with the College and their peers.
On behalf of the Alumni Association, I
would like to thank Michele Vanest, a loyal
committee member and friend of the
Alumni Association. Michele has decided
to stand down after 17 years of dedication
and hard work. During her time Michele
has held influential positions within the
Alumni Association including President
for six years. We are very thankful for
Michele’s ongoing commitment to the
College. She will be greatly missed.
Ms Annette Benaud (Class of 1974)
President, Monte Alumni Association

MONTE
ALUMNI
NETBALL CLUB
I would like to express my sincere
thanks to the outgoing president,
Caitlin Richards (Class of 2007) and
committee members Hannah McDonald
(Class of 2009) and Rebecca Shedden
(nee Bennett, Class of 2007) for their
tireless work for the club over the past
few years. The new committee know
we have some very large shoes to fill.
Following success in the 2018 Winter
Competition at Northern Suburbs, the
club entered a team into the Twilight
competition in Division 1. Despite some
tough opposition, our team placed fourth
overall which was a pleasing result. It
was a great opportunity to keep fit in the
off-season and we hope to enter more
teams in this competition later this year.
The 2019 Alumni Netball season had an
exciting start with the annual exhibition
match against the current Monte 1

MONTE ALUMNI TEAM (LIGHT BLUE UNIFORM)
BACK ROW: JACQUI HENVILLE (CLASS OF 2017), ALI QUINN (CLASS OF 2017),
ABBY MCGRATH (CLASS OF 2017), EMMA WOODS (CLASS OF 2014), SARAH ANTICO (CLASS OF 2012),
KELSEY AQUILINA (CLASS OF 2013)
FRONT ROW: ALEX CHUNG (CLASS OF 2007), CAITLIN RICHARDS (CLASS OF 2007)

Netball team at the College Open Day
in March. It was a fun and competitive
match that eventuated in an additional
fifth quarter! Unfortunately, the Alumni
Netball Club’s prowess on the court
was no match for the speed and agility
of our younger counterparts with the
Monte students taking the win.

the best of luck for the season ahead.

The club has eight teams registered
for the 2019 Northern Suburbs Netball
Winter Competition. After a successful
2018 campaign in the A3 Division, we are
thrilled that, for the first time in two years,
the club’s top team will be contesting in
the A2 Competition. I wish all the players

of interest and enquiries, please email

Each year, the Alumni Netball Club
endeavours to promote and facilitate
young women’s ongoing involvement
in team sport following the completion
of secondary school. We welcome not
only Monte Alumni, but friends and
family of Alumni as well. For expressions
exmontenetball@gmail.com and follow
us on Facebook/exstudentsnetballclub
for regular updates on our season.
Ms Sarah Antico (Class of 2012)
President, Alumni Netball Club
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MonteAlumni AlumniShowcase
MONTE ALUMNI

ALUMNI SHOWCASE

CATHERINE MCAULEY

ALUMNA MERCY AWARD

UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY SYDNEY (UTS)
BACHELOR OF ACCOUNTING PROGRAM
Congratulations to the Monte Alumni who

These remarkable students receive a

include Macquarie Group, Coca-Cola Amatil,

have been individually selected for the

scholarship and a full time internship with

QBE, American Express and Westpac.

Bachelor of Accounting program at UTS.

a sponsor firm. The program is a specialist

This lucrative and exclusive program recruits

degree for high-achieving students who

only 28-30 students each year, and Monte
has a record number of seven students

will use their accounting careers as a

foundation for future business leadership.

All seven girls are enthusiastically enjoying
the different stages of the program.

Jacqueline Henville (Class of 2017) has

currently enrolled in either first, second or

With a graduate employment rate of over

returned from a gap year in the UK to take

third year; this is an exceptional number,

95%, these young women will be working in

up her deferred place and Elyse Diamond

which the university’s Program Director

professional accounting or other business

(Class of 2017) won an award for outstanding

expressed as “pleasing and unusual”.

careers prior to graduation. Sponsor firms

performance in her first internship.

The Monte Alumni Association is delighted to launch our Catherine McAuley Alumna
Mercy Award. This award recognises the achievements and contributions of an
inspirational Alumna who has demonstrated outstanding moral character, achieved
exceptionally in their personal and/or professional field of endeavour, and/or made
a significant contribution to their community, inspired by our Mercy values.
The selected recipient will be recognised on Friday 20 September
at the 2019 Mercy Day celebrations at the College.
ELIGIBILITY:

SELECTION CRITERIA:

•	Nominees must have attended Monte
Sant’ Angelo Mercy College

• Lives out the Mercy values

•	Unsuccessful nominees may be
re-nominated in future years

•	Service and dedication of personal talents
and resources for the benefit of others

• Deceased Alumni can be nominated

•	Achievement of professional and/or personal
excellence in one or more of the following areas
(including but not limited to); not-for-profit, education,
arts, human services, social justice or sporting pursuits.

• Admirable personal conduct and character

There will be many remarkable Alumna who will not necessarily be aware of their exceptional
contribution to their field of endeavour and/or community. We encourage you to embrace this
opportunity to nominate a worthy graduate so we may recognise these extraordinary women.
2019 NOMINATIONS ARE NOW OPEN: www.surveymonkey.com/r/WNYLVCD
APPLICATIONS CLOSE WEDNESDAY 7 AUGUST 2019
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JACQUELINE HENVILLE (CLASS OF 2017), JEN FONG (CLASS OF 2018), RACHELLE MEAGHER (CLASS OF 2018), KATE MEAGHER (CLASS OF 2016),
CHRISTINE MEAGHER (CLASS OF 2016), ELYSE DIAMOND (CLASS OF 2017) AND SIENA HAMRA (CLASS OF 2017).

LARA PATEL
CLASS OF 2014
Congratulations to Lara Patel on her outstanding
success following her Hospitality studies at Monte
and completion of a Bachelor of Business in Hotel
Management with the Hotel School Sydney.
Lara was announced the 2018 National Receptionist
award winner following her nomination to represent
Crown Metropol Melbourne at the AICR Receptionist of
the Year Competition. AICR is a non-profit International
Association for Front Office Managers.
Progressing to the next level, Lara travelled to London
representing AICR Australia in the 2019 AICR Amicale
Internationale des Chefs de Réception, where Lara placed
Second Runner Up at the 2019 David Campbell Trophy.
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Where are they now?
MONTE ALUMNI WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

ODETTE MURRAY
CLASS OF 2000
Following her Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Law degrees at
Sydney University, Odette joined the law firm Maurice Blackburn,
representing claimants in class action litigation. It was a rewarding
role, particularly when acting for the victims of cartels, and
working with econometrics experts on damages assessment.
In 2009, Odette took leave from Maurice Blackburn to undertake her
Master of Law at the University of Cambridge, specialising in International
Law. This in turn led her to join the Australian Attorney-General’s
Department in 2011 as a Legal Officer in the Office of International
Law, advising the Australian Government on diverse matters such as
the Law of the Sea, International Trade, and Environmental Treaties.
During her time with the Attorney-General’s Department, Odette
worked on the Government’s defence to the litigation brought by
the tobacco company Philip Morris against Australia’s introduction
of tobacco plain packaging (which Australia ultimately won).
In late 2012, Odette returned to the University of Cambridge to pursue
a PhD in International Law. Since 2015 she has also worked as a College
Lecturer in Law, teaching undergraduates in International Law and the
Law of Tort. Odette is a Fellow of Murray Edwards College, a womenonly constituent college of the University of Cambridge, which today
continues its founding mission of focussing on women’s education (for
example, encouraging women in STEM subjects) and preparing students
for a working world that continues to manifest gender inequality.
Odette considers it a fitting tribute to her own Monte education
that she is able to contribute to women’s learning at Cambridge.

DEIRDRE DUNCAN
CLASS OF 1960
After graduating from Monte in 1960, Deirdre has enjoyed a remarkable

EMMA CASOLIN
CLASS OF 2017

career in education, leadership and consulting and is an influential
guide for executives and leaders within Catholic Education.
Deirdre’s own educational journey is

Ballarat to become the first lay

Education Boards and becoming the first

illustrious; concluding with a Fellowship to

Principal of St Martin’s in the Pines, (now

Chairman of the Board of Directors of St

complete a PhD in Educational Leadership

known as Damascus College, Ballarat). With

Columba’s College in Essendon. Deirdre

at the University of Manitoba, Canada

her experience as a teacher and Principal,

then returned to Sydney as the Head of

(the first Australian woman to achieve

coupled with her extensive education,

the School of Educational Leadership in

such a PhD). Her love of education began

Deirdre worked in a consultative capacity

ACU. It was during this time that Deirdre

with a Teachers College Scholarship after

with both government and Catholic

returned to Monte as the first Chairman

graduating from Monte and, having gained

Education bodies to create programs

of the Board of Directors, where she

her Teachers Certificate in the State system,

for prominent educational leaders. As

was significantly involved in the decision

on the invitation of the Sisters of Mercy

the Director of the Ballarat Campus of

to develop the McQuoin Centre.

North Sydney, she returned to the College

the Institute of Catholic Education (ICE)

as a teacher of Mathematics and Physical

in Victoria, Deirdre led the campus in

Education, during which time she introduced

the significant transition of the ICE into

Lifesaving to the Swimming program at the

Australian Catholic University (ACU), where,

College. Enjoying her work in education,

as the first Rector, she also became one

Deirdre’s drive for knowledge led her to

of the first Associate Professors of ACU. It

accept a Commonwealth Scholarship to

was during her time with ACU that Deirdre

complete her Honours Degree in Geography

lectured in Educational Leadership in

at the University of New England, which

Mauritius, New Zealand and Hong Kong,

Goals; a program for executive staff and

was followed by another Commonwealth

where she began ACU’s Educational

college leaders, in which she is still involved.

Scholarship to complete her Master of

Leadership Post-Graduate Study Program.

Educational Administration Degree.

Deirdre was made a Fellow of the Australian
Council of Educational Leaders [NSW] and
the College of Educators. She has served on
the Board of the Loyola Institute, which led
to her involvement with the development
of St Ignatius’ College, Riverview’s Aligning
Leadership, Ignatian Spirituality and College

Deirdre is a published author of books and

Deirdre travelled the Eastern seaboard

articles and has presented at numerous

After such profound educational

of Australia to share her knowledge with

conferences on topics such as: school

achievements, Deirdre’s career progressed

educational leaders on behalf of various

culture, bullying of staff, school law,

and she was asked by the Sisters of Mercy

Catholic Dioceses, serving on Diocesan

educational change and leadership.
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After graduating from Monte, Emma began a double degree
in Engineering and Psychology at the University of NSW
during which time she participated in the New Wave Founders
Program; a program for young female entrepreneurs.
The New Wave Founders Program and the impetus of her Year 12
IB Diploma Programme Design Technology major work inspired
Emma to create her start-up business, eXsight. Emma is developing
a portable screen filter for mobile devices that aids people with
colour blindness to differentiate between colours. The product
is currently in development and is a working prototype.
After finishing the New Wave Program, Emma sought to gain traction
for her business together with her newly-formed team. They
placed second in a Health Innovation Hackathon, winning access
to mentorship at Fledge Innovation Labs, a MedTech accelerator
program based at CSIRO in Lindfield. The business then placed first
in the prestigious UNSW Peter Farrell Cup, winning $10,000 as well
as creating multiple potential partner and mentor relationships.
Emma is now working on validating her products through
research and user-testing and is working with her co-founder to
increase marketing and communications for the business. Emma
is also starting to mentor other budding entrepreneurs, has
spoken recently on a panel about social enterprises, represents
eXsight at start-up events and has accepted an offer to return
to the New Wave Founders program this year as a mentor.
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Reunions
REUNIONS

CLASS OF 1978: 40 YEAR REUNION

SUNSHINE COAST REUNION

Over 80 Alumni from the Class of
1978 enjoyed a wonderful evening at
Cammeray Golf Club. They reconnected
with their cohort and celebrated special
friendships and memories created
during their years together at Monte.

Alumni living and working on the Sunshine
Coast in Queensland held their first
gathering. The women enjoyed a lovely
lunch at the Boatshed Restaurant in Cotton
Tree. It was such a wonderful success
that this will now be an annual reunion.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

CLASS OF 1968: 50 YEAR REUNION
An impressive 47 students and four teachers
from the Class of 1968 gathered at the
Cammeray Golf Club to celebrate this
momentous occasion. The club was filled
with noisy chatter as Alumni met up with
past classmates, some of whom haven’t
seen each other in 10, 20, 30, 40 or even 50
years! Everyone was instantly familiar, and
it was just like being back at the College as
school girls, as if 50 long years had flown
by in a second. It was especially wonderful
that a number of attendees were there for
the first time in 50 years and had so many
memories and life events to share. Three
group photos were taken in red, green and
gold Colour House groups so that the few
Alumni who couldn’t be at the reunion could
identify their old friends when the photos
were emailed to them. The organisers kept
all the women that couldn’t attend informed
of every step in the planning, so they
would feel part of this special event too.
“We all recalled how we used to look at 50
Year Reunion photos in the Angelus long ago
and were amazed that people ‘that old’ were
still going strong. We could hardly believe we
ourselves had reached that milestone!”

CLASS OF 1988: 30 YEAR REUNION

Elaine Hartman (Class of 1968)

The Union Hotel was the meeting point
for the Class of 1988, with some Alumni
travelling from interstate to celebrate their
30 year reunion. The venue was abuzz
with stories of travel, work and family.
A wonderful evening was had by all.

CLASS OF 1983: 35 YEAR REUNION

The Class of 1998 celebrated their 20 year
reunion at the Treehouse Hotel, North
Sydney. With 70 Alumni in attendance, there
was a genuinely warm atmosphere as they
caught up with many familiar faces. The
ladies reminisced about their glory days at
Monte and enjoyed learning what their peers
are now doing. A special mention to the Class
of 1998 College Captain, Anna van Beek,
who not only managed to find her summer
school uniform but wore it to the function!

Around 30 Alumni from the Class of
1983 spent a lovely sunny Sunday
afternoon at Bungalow 8, King Street
Wharf. It was a wonderful opportunity
to catch up and reconnect with those
who were able to attend, and to
relive stories of past Monte days.
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‘’It really didn’t seem like 35 years since
we were at school."
Sonia Brennan (nee Antico, Class of 1983)

ALUMNI DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 2019
MASALOU LUNCH
TUESDAY 29 OCTOBER

UPCOMING REUNIONS

SUNSHINE COAST
SATURDAY 7 DECEMBER
For Alumni living, working or studying on the
Sunshine Coast
Contact: lesamaywilson@gmail.com

Vale
CLASS OF 1989: 30 YEARS
SATURDAY 21 SEPTEMBER
Contact: jschmidt1972@gmail.com

CLASS OF 1999: 20 YEARS
SATURDAY 16 NOVEMBER
Contact: jdossor@gmail.com

CLASS OF 1979: 40 YEARS
SATURDAY 23 NOVEMBER
Contact: gaileen.flynn@gmail.com

CLASS OF 1959: 60 YEARS
Contact: rr@alpha.net.au

CLASS OF 2009: 10 YEARS
SYDNEY REUNION
Contact: vpetersen@optusnet.com.au

We would love to hear from Alumni of the
following year groups who are interested
in organising their reunion in 2019. Please
contact alumni@monte.nsw.edu.au.
Class of 2014: 5 years
Class of 2004: 15 years
Class of 1994: 25 years
Class of 1984: 35 years
Class of 1969: 50 years
Class of 1964: 55 years

LONDON REUNION
For Alumni from the Class of 2009 who are
living, working or travelling in London
Contact: ali_mcpherson92@hotmail.com

VALE

GOLD – AQUINAS

CLASS OF 1998: 20 YEAR REUNION

Diary

GREEN – MCAULEY

Patricia Brady

Patricia Longworth

Carmel Muir

(Class of 1963)

(nee Redding, Class of 1947)

(nee Tubridy, Class of 1949)

Sister Patricia Kerin RSM

Eileen Mayne

Elizabeth Savva

(Class of 1938)

(nee Schofield, Class of 1946)

(nee Lees, Class of 1985)

Emma Shuttleworth
(Class of 2014)

We hold in our prayers the family of Emma Shuttleworth (Class of 2014), who passed away in March 2019 aged 22 years.
We extend our prayers and thoughts to her sister Aisling (Class of 2016), her parents - Grainne and Alan, and all those
dear friends who were by her side in her final days. Emma passed away after a brave fight with brain cancer.

RED – XAVIER
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DOUBLE
YOUR IMPACT…
MONTE BURSARY 2019
The Bursary Blue Ribbon Appeal raises funds to allow young Monte
women to continue their Mercy education when their families are struggling
with extraordinary personal and financial hardship.
Tragedy and unexpected economic distress do not discriminate. We are all
susceptible to life’s unforeseen twists and turns. For a young woman, these
are harrowing times and to be able to continue their routine at school each
day, supported by their teachers and friends, is invaluable. Your gift will
make it possible for families to give their daughters stability in their school
environment while their wider world is in turmoil.

Matching gift – double your impact
In 2018, the Monte community contributed $108,022 and with the generous
support of a Monte Alumna we were able to turn this into an outstanding
$216,044. We are delighted to announce that our Alumna will again be
matching all donations, dollar for dollar, enabling you to double your impact.
Do not miss this extraordinary opportunity to ensure all Monte women in
financial need are supported. Please consider a tax-deductible gift, because
every dollar you give will make a significant difference to a young woman’s life.
Mrs Nicole Christensen
Principal

You can make a real difference
We asked members of our community why they donate to the Bursary Blue
Ribbon Appeal. Please watch our video and consider why you should give
www.monte.nsw.edu.au

BlueRibbon
BURSARY BLUE RIBBON APPEAL

For further information please contact the Development Office (02) 9409 6240
Monte Sant’ Angelo Mercy College
128 MILLER STREET, NORTH SYDNEY, NSW 2060
PHONE 02 9409 6200
www.monte.nsw.edu.au

